“The support I received has helped me go from being

scared at the thought of ever returning to C. (where I
lived for 11 years) even to visit! To being confident to
return to C. to live (rent my own place), work and raise
my children. You have been excellent throughout,
patient when I’ve been repeating things and made me
feel supported at a time I know many outsiders would
be judgmental or sceptical.
Thank you so much.”

North Ayrshire Womens Aid
Annual Report
1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020

WHAT WE DID
Facts and Figures

What they mean

In the reporting period of 1 April 2019 until
31 March 2020 NAWA received 547
referrals. In total the women had
639 children registered on NAWA’S
database.
301 women were assessed and moved
through the service. In total the Active
Assessment Team worked with
343 women throughout the year
180 women engaged with our Outreach
Team

64 women were accommodated within our
refuge accommodation with the average
length of stay, 141 days. This included
86 children who stayed in our refuge

accommodation

What Mattered Most to Women
12 Most Reported Issues
1 April 2019 - 31 March 2020
Homelessness
Unemployment
Feelings of anger
Financial Abuse
Physical Abuse
Hopelessness
Loneliness
Housing
Mental Health
Depression
Mental Abuse
Emotional Abuse

31%
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39%
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89%
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Where Referrals Came From

ACES (Adverse Childhood

Three Towns

32%

Experiences)

Irvine

26%

The term “ACEs” is an acronym for Adverse
Childhood Experiences. Research suggest that
the more ACE’s experienced in childhood the
higher the risk of experiencing a range of health
conditions in adulthood.

Garnock Valley

20%

Kilwinning

11%

West Kilbride

3%

Out with NA

8%

A score of more than 4 ACES suggests a
strong link to negative outcomes in
adulthood including heart disease,
addiction, mental health and premature
death

Who Referred

10 is the highest number of aces in the
screening tool

Self Referral

56%

Our women scored

Social Work

10%

No score - 22%

Police -DAU

8%

Under 4 - 35%

HAT

8%

Over 4 - 43%

3rd Sector

8%

36% of women had a score of
between 7 and 10 aces

Health

6%

Police

2%

Other WA

2%

•
•
•
•

Violence Against Women and Children Fund
The Advocacy worker works with women
who score high in the DASHRIC assessment
which is used to identify women who are at
serious risk of harm due to domestic abuse.
In the reporting period the Advocacy worker
worked with 82 women. All women were
deemed high risk scoring over 14 in the
DASH
Dash

High Risk

DASHRIC Assessments
1 April 19 - 31 March 2020
99

338

NAWA ‘S CHILDRENS SERVICE
consists of one full time worker and
one part time worker. Generally
they will take referrals from
mother, other agencies and
colleagues within NAWA. They
focus on one to one work with
individual children to support them
to come to understand their
experience of domestic abuse.
When the country went into
Lockdown these staff supported
children and their mothers with
home schooling and home based
activities.

The Hub
As part of NAWA Strategic plan and in response to research undertaken by the organisation
a plan to open 2 women's hubs was set in motion. It was planned that NAWA would open
the doors of it first Hub in Saltcoats on the 31 March 2020. However, due to COVID 19
restrictions building work was halted and entry to the building was delayed until 31 July
2020. Due to the continued challenges of COVID 19 activities within the Hub remain
restricted.

Care Inspection
In January 2020 NAWA was inspected by the Care Inspectorate as part of
their routine inspection process. The inspection took place over 4 days,
completed on the 16 January 2020. As well as inspecting our policies,
procedures and data collection, the inspector spoke with staff and women
using the service. The Service scored all 5’s which equates to Very Good.

How well do we support
people’s wellbeing
We found that the staff at North Ayrshire Women's
Aid were knowledgeable, highly skilled and confident
within their role. Women were experiencing
compassionate care and support and staff had built
effective relationships with people using the service
who told us they felt cared for, safe and respected.
Electronic case records evidenced a consistently high
level of support and regular contact being provided to
women. Women told us they felt heard and were
seen as individuals.
The service had worked exceptionally hard, since the
last inspection, to develop participation with women.
The service had in place a range of different support
groups available to women, many of which were now
co-lead by volunteers. These included a cooking
group, an arts and crafts group and an IT group
alongside the groups which support women through
domestic violence awareness programmes. These
were all very well attended and women presented as
very passionate about how they could support each
other.
Overwhelmingly, women told us that they felt safe,
respected and valued in these groups.

Since the last inspection, the managers and
staff had implemented an exceptional range
of assessment and quality assurance
processes which have supported positive
outcomes for women. We saw that women's
views and wishes were central to reviews and
that these were continually used to evaluate
the support. Records showed that several
women had achieved their aspirations and
outcomes had improved significantly.
We sampled staff supervision records and
found that quality assurance systems seen in
women's records were then reflected in staff
supervision and we saw clear recording of
action points linked to the quality assurance
checks and this further supported staff
development if required.

The service had in place a detailed strategic
plan which evidenced a strong focus on
improvements for all aspects of the service.
We were confident that the strong
leadership and culture of improvement was
sustainable and will be maintained.

Our Volunteers
I became a volunteer with NAWA to give back to the service that has helped me
through some of the hardest times in my life and supported me since I left the
service as a client. Being a volunteer has helped with my mental health as it
has kept me busy and stopped me from being in my head as much especially
during the current times

Things Volunteers
have done for us
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Covered reception duty
Helped packed up old office

Unpack and organise new Hub
Do presentations in schools
Hang up our pictures
Maintain PPE Stock
Clean and prepare houses
Participate in recruitment
process
Paint our window
Lots of shopping
Paint ‘touch up ‘ in property
Organise clothes Hub in refuge

Brought humour ,enthusiasm
and joy

“Staff member has supported
me through everything I have
had to deal with, I am never
alone, very understanding also.”

In the past year, particularly postlockdown our volunteers have been
invaluable to the service. Our move
to the Hub was successful thanks to
our volunteers who quickly took to
unpacking and allocating the empty
spaces in our hub. Individuals took
ownership of various parts of the hub
and continue to look after their
sections/ roles. When it came to
decorating the hub the volunteers
stepped up and pulled together a list
of items needed and then saw the job
through to create the welcoming
environment that we now have. We
also have our unique painted window
coming to life. Women coming to our
hub will be invited to paint a section
as a symbol of belonging to our
NAWA Hub on the corner.
Another key role that the volunteers
have supported with and continue to
do is front desk duty. Volunteers have
been working alongside staff in refuge
accommodation by cleaning, painting
and turning them around for the next
admission. During lockdown the
volunteers were dearly missed, they
have been bringing ‘the buzz’ to the
hub environment over the last few
months.

Support given has been
amazing and tailored to me.
I don’t know if I could cope
without it.”

WORKING FOR NAWA
I began working for NAWA on the 16th of March, a week
before we went into lockdown. There were lots of
discussions around the office about what this meant for
the service and the support we could provide, which was
daunting. Managers consulted with the team and
everyone was provided with the opportunity to discuss
and share any concerns or ideas they had. This helped
ease any anxieties I had and made me feel included and
valued as part of the team.
One of the first jobs I was tasked with was to contact
NAWA clients via phone to carryout welfare checks.
Asking how they were coping, checking that they were
safe and making sure they had essentials such as, food,
gas, electricity, and medication, particularly if they were
unable to go out due to isolating or shielding. This led to
carrying out practical tasks, such as delivering food
parcels and collecting prescriptions.
It was through carrying out these welfare checks that I
realised how difficult lockdown was going to be for
women seeking support. Not only were they suffering
from the impact of domestic abuse, they were having to
do it in isolation, with limited access to support services.
There were times when I felt completely overwhelmed
but my colleagues and managers were always there to
offer support and guidance and it was then that I realised
the team spirit within NAWA. I never heard anyone say
our hands are tied because of lockdown, the question
was, what is the solution, how can we make things a little
bit easier for the women we support. One of the things
some of clients missed the most was our weekly groups.
We decided to run some online groups via zoom, which
was not an easy task to get up and running. But knowing
the difference this made to some women made it all
worthwhile.

“Made me feel very
welcome, my brother Ian as
well. Women’s Aid will be
recommended to anyone I
meet in the future. Your
team is remarkable in the
work they do. God bless you
all.”

Everyone at NAWA was committed to continuing to
provide a service but safety was always at the forefront of
everyone’s minds and I found this a worrying time. We
were provided with our own PPE equipment, within the
office and even for our cars if we needed to go out and
about. Everyone mucked in with cleaning, making sure
all work areas were sanitised. Managers rearranged
offices to ensure there was a 2-meter distance between
all workstations and we were split into locality teams.
They checked in with me regularly and I knew I could
discuss any worries I had openly. Everyone cared,
checking in with each other and again this eased any
anxieties I had and I felt safe at work.
Eight months on I feel privileged to be part of such a
caring and invaluable team. Without the support given to
me I would not have settled as well into my post as I have.
I feel like I have always been part of the team, there is
such a positive atmosphere within the office and knowing
that we’ve made a difference to the women we support
has made it all worthwhile. Starting a new job in such
uncertain times has been challenging, and as a team
we’ve worked hard but this hasn’t gone unnoticed and I
know it’s been very much appreciated.

NAWA COVID Response

“I don’t feel you could have
done anything better, as you
have all been very helpful and
I can’t thank you all enough
for the support given to me to
better my life.”

“The contact has been amazing,
made me feel like I wasn’t alone
and that I always had someone
there to talk to and explain things.
Knowledge is power which is why I
am more than happy with the
amazing support I received.”

From the outbreak of Coronavirus in March 2020
NAWA has remained open although adapting the
service in line with Scottish Government Guidance.
For the initial 3 weeks of lock down we had a
skeleton staff team in the office with others working
from home. However this proved to be insufficient
and we adapted our staffing schedule accordingly.
. We have

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

“My support was tailored to
me since I am still working.
Phone calls and texts
during lockdown were really
helpful and great just to
speak. My mental wellbeing
has really benefitted from
support. I’m not anxious
anymore and feel very able
to deal with my future.”

•

Opened our own food bank to minimise staff
contact and to lessen demand on the community
resources
Provided a secure Facebook page for women
Provided dongles to women without internet
Provided Laptops to woman needing to complete
criminal injuries claims
Looking at ways to deliver our group work to
women via ZOOM
Produced a radio advert to go live on all local
radio stations.
Adapted leaflets to inform that we remain open
Aim to target places (leaflets) where woman can
go to i.e. Chemists /shops/ GP with posters.
Test and Protect Teams and Working Zones

NAWA Schools Project
Throughout the reporting period NAWA engaged with two local secondary schools to
deliver our Expect Respect programme. This involved nine sessions delivered to S5 pupils
within the classroom setting. The purpose of the workshop is to raise awareness regarding
healthy and unhealthy relationships. Each session ended with a short evaluation using a
score system each young person was asked
Before this session my knowledge of a healthy/unhealthy relationship was:
After this session my understanding of a healthy/unhealthy relationship is:
20% of pupils felt no change had occurred
67% reported improved knowledge and understanding by 1 point
13% reported improved knowledge and understanding by 2 points.

We also worked in partnership with EmiyTest to present domestic abuse awareness raising
sessions to every secondary school in North Ayrshire
16 Days of Action against Gender-based violence is an international campaign which aims
to enable people and businesses to take action against domestic abuse and violence. It
starts on the 25th of November, and ends on the 10th of December, Human Rights Day.
For 16 Days of Action 2019 NAWA worked in partnership with Glasgow Womens Library to
produce our 16 Inspirational Women posters.
These 16 Inspirational Women were decided upon and researched by some of the women
and volunteers of NAWA with help from the GWA. These posters were displayed
throughout North Ayrshire as well as on our social media.

•

As always NAWA have benefitted
greatly from the generosity of local
community both individuals and the
local companies. In preparation for our
new hub development we ran a NAWA
DIY SOS , inviting local business and
tradesman to donate time or goods
towards the creation of the HUB.
In addition people donated items such
as Christmas gifts , toiletries and
clothes.
Not only does this help in a practical way
but also serves to remind women and
children that they are not alone.

“The contact has been amazing, made me feel
like I wasn’t alone and that I always had
someone there to talk to and explain things.
Knowledge is power which is why I am more
than happy with the amazing support I
received.”

NAWA Duty of candour 2019-2020
Nil Return
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DONATIONS RECEIVED

NHS Ayrshire & Arran
YPI St Matthews
SNP Women’s Group
Powerhouse
St Mary’s Irvine SSVP
Beith United Churches
Lorraine Findlay
Scottish Parliament
Creative Hands
PA Advocacy / MSP Ruth Maguire
MSP Patricia Gibson

Irvine Incorporated Trades
Mr Tait & Family
OES St Clair
Charities Aid Foundation
GSOC
Morrison's
Aldi
HUB RELATED DONATIONS

O’Neill Gas Services
WH Kirkwood – Fiona Rodden
Crooke’s Family
James Frew
NAC Building Services
Fortress
Robinsons Scotland Ltd

